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INTRODUCTION 
This is a simple game played by two people. The playing field consists of the digits 1 to 9 written in that 

order.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Each player in turn chooses a digit. Once a digit is chosen, it cannot be used again. The object of the 

game is for each player to try to gain enough digits to add to 15. If players A and B have chosen the 

following:

! ! 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
! !   A B B A     A B

Then player A will win.

The game is played with these conditions:

• The game ends when one player reaches a score of 15. 

• If one player’s score exceeds 15, the game continues until the second player reaches 15, or the nine 

digits are all used, in which case no-one wins the game.

The pracnique that follows explores three methods of dealing with the nine digits:

1. An implementation that uses single variables to store each of the digits.

2. An implementation that stores all the digits in an integer array.

3. An implementation that stores all the digits as characters in a string.

Code is attached in a series of C programs:

! single variables! ↦! gameof15DIGIT.c

! array! ! ↦! gameof15ARRAYs.c

! string! ! ↦! gameof15STRINGS.c
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THE NON-ARRAYS IMPLEMENTATION
The basic construct of the program is explained using the following pseudocode:

! loop there is no winner and the number of digits is <= 8
!     loop
 !         write the digits to select from
!         read the players selection
!         if the users selection exists
!             set it to zero, exit the loop
!         else
 !             repeat the loop
!     end loop
!     add player selection to player total
       check if player is a winner
       toggle players
! end loop
   print winner

The first non-arrays program uses nine separate variables to hold the values of the digits 1 to 9. This is not 

a very efficient way of storing the variables, although there are only 9 numbers. Inefficiencies arise in two 

places. The first is printing out the digits to provide the user with a visual indicator of the numbers taken, 

and those left. This is achieved using a long printf of the form:

! printf("%d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d >", n1,n2,n3,n4,n5,n6,n7,n8,n9);

The main inefficiency occurs in the code which follows this, which determines if a particular number is 

selected. It is a bank of if-else statements, of the form:

! if (n == n1)
!     n1 = 0;
! else if (n == n2)
!     n2 = 0;
! else if (n == n3)
!     n3 = 0;
! else if (n == n4)
!     n4 = 0;
! else if (n == n5)
!     n5 = 0;
! else if (n == n6)
!     n6 = 0;
! else if (n == n7)
!     n7 = 0;
! else if (n == n8)
!     n8 = 0;
! else if (n == n9)
!     n9 = 0;
! else
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!     continue;

This basically says that if the number selected by the user exists (is not zero), set it to zero to signify that it 

cannot be chosen again. If a match is not made, then the number is not a digit from 1 to 9, OR has 

previously been selected. The continue statement instantiates the next iteration of the loop. This works, 

but is unwieldy. 

THE ARRAYS IMPLEMENTATION
Using arrays simplifies the data. The implementation goes from being 9 independent variables to a single 

integer array of the form:

! int num[9] = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9};

Now this does two things. It makes printing the number out slightly more complicated:

! for (i=0; i<9; i=i+1)
           printf("%d ", num[i]);

But it reduces the inherent complexity of determining which number is selected. In fact it reduces it to a 

single if statement of the form:

! if (n != 0  && num[n-1] != 0)
      {
!     num[n-1] = 0;
!     redo = 0;
      }

If the number 6 is chosen (n=6), then its corresponding “digit” is stored in the 6th position in the array, 

which is element 5. Check to see that the number chosen is not zero AND if the number at element 

num[n-1] is zero (already chosen previously). Checking that n is not zero is important, because there is no 

element num[-1]. If n is not zero, and exists, the element num[n-1] is set to zero, and the flag which 

controls the loop, redo is set to zero, terminating the loop.

The remaining code stays the same.
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THE STRINGS IMPLEMENTATION
Using arrays simplifies the data, and works very well. The problem with both previous versions of the 

program is that substituting a zero for a digit that is chosen is confusing from a visual point of view. A 

better approach would be to offer some other means of striking the number from the visual display. 

Instead of using an array of ints, how about an array of chars, or a string. This is represented int he 

following manner:

! char num[10] = "123456789";

Now because strings are special, they need an extra element to store the “end-of-string” character (it’s 

invisible, so you won’t actually see it - but it is essentially ‘\0’.

The number can now be printed out in the same printf as the digits prompt:

! printf("Player %d, choose a number from: %s >",player,num);

THe code for checking just requires a modification, based on the character to be used when striking the 

digit from the selection. In this case the dash character, -, has been chosen:

! if (n != 0  && num[n-1] != ‘-’)
      {
!     num[n-1] = ‘-’;
!     redo = 0;
      }

If the number 6 is chosen (n=6), then its corresponding “digit” is stored in the 6th position in the array, 

which is element 5. Check to see that the number chosen is not zero AND if the number at element 

num[n-1] is ‘-’ (already chosen previously). Checking that n is not zero is important, because there is no 

element num[-1]. If n is not zero, and exists, the element num[n-1] is set to ‘-’, and the flag which controls 

the loop, redo is set to zero, terminating the loop.

The remaining code stays the same.

It just changes the output from:

! Player 1, choose a number from: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 > 7
!   player 1 = 7
! Player 2, choose a number from: 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 8 9 > 

to

! Player 1, choose a number from: 123456789 >7
!   player 1 = 7
! Player 2, choose a number from: 123456-89 >
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